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1. Introduction 

The cIassical communication theories have been developed within the mathe

matical framework of probabi1ity theory where a communication signal is treated 

as a random variable. With the advent of laser much attention has been given to 

the formu1ation of optical communication theory with quantum mectlamcs [1)
filter [4J. In this paper, the quantum mechanical counterpart to the Kalman 

which is one of the most theory m commumcatlOn and control 

obtained. some of background is described. 

ímportant 

first, In the next section, 

1. 1. Theory of measurement 

lS 

introduced as follows [7). The concept of quantum measurement was 

physical1y measurable quantity one may assocíate a Hermitian 

With a 

on a operator 

Hi1bert space which is called an observable [꺼 • 

A possible outcome of a measurement of a physical1y measurable quantity lS 

one of the eigenvalues of the Hermitian operator. However, in quantum mechani

cal detection and estimation problem, a more general formu1ation of quantum 

measurement is desirable to deal with the simu1taneous measurement of non-com-

muting observables [3). 

DEFINITION. The measurement of operator-valued measure {V(L1)} lS called as 

the generaUzed measurement. 
The operator-valued measure is defined as follows. 

Let (Q,.ÇJ) a measurable space. 

Consider a map 

A• V(L1), L1E .ÇJ 

where 

1. V(L1) is Hermitian nonnegative operator on Hi1bert space ~깐 ; 
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2- (a] fφ)=θ where ø is the empty set in Q and θ is the nuIl operator in 

a깐· 

(b) 

(c) 

εi;(4.)=f(ε .1，.) when .nA=ø and L is any index set. 
iEL ‘ iEL ‘ iEL ‘ 

V(Q) =!, where! is the identity operator. 

DEFINITION. The measurement of projection-valued measure {E(4)} is called as 

the si쩌l쩌~ed measμrement. 

1.2. Density operator 

DEFINITION. The operator (J which has the foIlowing properties is a density 

operator: 

1. p=p+ : Hermitian 

2. Tr (J =l: Unit trace 

3. (J르o : Positivc semidefinite. 

Now let’s relate qU :1atum measurement to a classical measurement. 

In order to measure V(.1) , we apply some measuring device that registers a set 
of outcomes 킨(V1， …, VM ) lying in the region LI of Q with the conditional 

probability density: Prfvε.1 lx} = T r[(J/x)V(.1)] 

where (J/치 is the density operator of the system and x is a vector parameter [3]. 

With the background presented above, we now proceed to develop the quantum 

linear recursive minimum mean-square-error estimationtheory. 

2. Quanturn Iinear reeursive rninirnurn rnean-square-error estirnation 

Consider the foIlowing problem: a signal at optical frequencies with an unknown 

random parameter Xo is received at time k=O, and a measurement of the optimum 

observable is made. After the measurement, the cavity is cleared from the received 

field. A signal vvith unknown random parameter x1 is received in the cavity at time 

k= 1. Then, we find the optimum observable at time k= 1 such that a linear 

combination of the measurements at time k=O and time k= 1 minimizes the mean

square-error. After the measurement, the cavity. is cleared from the received 
field. Then, we proceed in similar way. More rigorous mathematical formulation 
is given below. 

Let (J (xk) be a density operator on~， a Hilbert space, describing the 

receiver input at the time k , which depends on a real discrete random process xk 

where xk satisfies the foIlowing difference equation: 
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Using (1), the foIIowing problem may 

Vo on a HiIbert space with a density operator p(xo) must be 

the mean-square-error of an estimate of Xo which is Iinear in the 

of the Hermitian operator VO' V 1 has to be 

error of an estimate of X1 which is Iinear in the measurements Vo and V 1 

suppose Vo' Vl' "', V k-l are chosen as described above. Then V k is derived to 

minimize the mean-square-error of an estimate of Xk which is Iinear in all previous 

First a Hermitian operator 

chosen to minimize 

measurement ν。

selected to minimize the mean square

Now 

stated. be 

and the present measurement Vk of Hermitian operator Vk _ 1 measurements VO' •••• 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

The oþtz"mum observable Vk satz"sfies the folloωing eqzeatz"o1Z 

(O)TT I TT _(0)_0 Á'(이 
η VO+V。η =2δ 

(0) 
η =Ex。 [p(xo)] 

(0) 
δ =EXo [Xop(Xo)] 

L K 

V 

THEOREM 1. 

where 

[6] : [5], 

or Personick [2]. 

The mean-square-error at time k can be written as foIIows 

[5] See Park PROOF. 

(5) 
{!..., _ (k)TT (k)\2 

Tr [p(xo)@…@p(장)(Xk - 앓i Vi ) ] MSEk=Exo . ...• x. 

/ (6) 

(7) 

P(XO)Q9…@p(Xk) ε il'!"(k) 

Vi(k)=I@---eI@ Vi@I@…@1 ε il'!"(k) 

where 

(8) 

oþtz"mal þrocessing 

tensor product space of HiIbert spaces. 

the and v k observable There exist the oþ#mal 

il'!"( k) = il'!" o@ ... @il'!"k : 

THEOREM 2. 
(k) 

coefficients Ci\B/ , i=O, 1, "', k-1 , zf and only zfthere exists solu#on to the equations: 

(9) 
(k)TT I TT _(k) _ 0 r ",(k) ~-.l _(k) r _(k)TT(k) 

ηT VK+Vk7?T =2 [aT - 침Cz (η Vtl)T] 

] 

] 

서
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(k) 
ηT =Tr。

(k) 
δT =Tr。

where 
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(η(k)V셋)T=TrO ..... k-l [η쩨V~k)) 

η(k)=Exo， ... ,Xk [P(xo)(3---@P(Xk)] 

δ(k) = Exo • ...• Xk [XkP(XO)0…@ρ(Xk)) 
월cih)Tr [η(k)vf)(Vik)-rik))] =Tr [δ(k)VF- η(k)V짧)) 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

델 cf)Tr [η(k짧1썼 

rik)=I@…010 't"i’ γz"=o . .... k-l 

-8ηT(k) ，. •• (k)TT (k)"\ _ -8~T") 
자=21 e -.，，，a-， (η Vi )Te d6 fbr all t=o, …. k-l 

(η(k)v?))T=T%， ... , k-l [η(k끽k)) ε 쭉 
(k) k =I@---@I@강 

r -8ηT'시 (k) -8η ") 
't" .=2/e 싸 e T d6 ε .fff"L k-'" -1- R 

Then the oþtz"ηlum V k z"s g z"ven by 

k-1 (k) 
감='t"k- 킴 Ca Ti. (11) 

PROOF. Defining proper inner product and using projection theorem. the result 

has been obtained. See Baras & Park [5). [6). 

3. Exarnple 

Let ’s consider a real single mode of a coherent signal in thermal noise. ln this 

case. the conditional density operator p(젠 of a signal received in the cavity at 

time z' is given by 

1 r 1-!α--X;l2 1 .. _ .. ? 

ρ(Xz)= 강둡J exp j 바 1 ' r 1αi> <aild~αi (12) 

where I 와> is a coherent state in .!lt깐. Consider the dynamical model for a ran

dom process {X i } where the 잔’s satisfy the stochastic difference equation: 

X2=￠t-lXt-l+%z-l 

where Xo is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean. {α'i} is a zero-mean 

white Gaussian process with the variance Qi’ {μ'i} is independent of xo and 와-1 

is a real number. 

We can prove that aII Vk’s are the same type of observable. 1. e •• 
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Vk=e/ak+a;) for all k 

where ek is a constant and ak is the annilation operator on ，!1t자， 

akl α，;> =αk l α，;>. 

1. e. , 

(13) 

DEFINITION. A random variable is defined as the realizatz'on 01 the optt'mum 

observable if the measurement of the optimum observable and the random variable 

have the same characteristic function. 

Now. let’s consider a realization of the optimum observable 와+학. We can 

show that the conditional characteristic function of the measurement 

lS 

- s(ai+a낀 
Tr! p(잔) exp| ----r-

=e-sx강 [(~+융)/2]. 

of az+ar 

(14) 

Observing (14). we can conclude that the measurement 깐 of V
i 

is given by 

t’i=e/xi+ni) 

where %. is a Gaussian random variab1e with zero-mean and variance f과+上 
\ 2 ' 4 

and independent of xz· Hence our quantum linear recursive minimum mean-square-

error estimation problem becomes a classical linear recursive minimum mean

square-error estimation problem where 

Xk+1=rþkXk+Wk 

Yk=xk+nk 

E[μ'kW，) =Q"δkl 

E[n원，) =Rk'δk' 

δkl' Kronecker delta 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

We will now describe recursive scheme. Let 자+ 1/k+ 1 be the optimum estimate 

of Xk+ l' given the data YO' .... Yk+ 1. Then Xk+1/k+ 1 can be generated recursively 
by the following set of equations. 

갈+1/k+l=와삼/k+Pk+1/k[Pk+l/h+Rk+1] -l(Yk+1-따휠/k) 
Pk+1/k+l=Pk+1/k-Pk+1/k [PK+1/k+Rk+1] -1pk+1/k 

Pk+ lfk=뼈Pk/k+Qk 
where 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 
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Pk+ l/k+ 1 =E [(Xk+ l- X k+ l/k+ liJ 
Pk+1/k=E [(Xk+1-kk+1/k)2] 

2~ N. 1 Rb=E(n~)= ~ + ~ for aIl k 11 --V"/z/ 2' 4 

Qk=E(넓) 
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4. Conclusion 

Even though. only one dimenl>ional case is presented here, it can be extended 

to two dimensional case. In general, it takes large amount of computation to 

solve k simultaneous linear equation (10) as k grows. Thus it is desirable to 

develop an approximate recursive scheme. One approximate scheme is given in 

the paper [5]. One of problems which need further research is to study whether any 

recursive relation exists between optimum observables V i , z'=O, …, k. Otherwise. 

the measurement scheme becomes different for different observables. 

Bendix Corporation 

Columbia. Maryland 
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